Security Trends: 2014-2015
Important ongoing trends in the security industry

An overview by ICD Security Solutions

Security industry growth
Extensive research by market research firm MarketsandMarkets anticipates
that the physical security market will be worth $88 billion by 2019.
Moreover, their study argues that APAC region will surpass Europe as the
second biggest market (after North America) during this period.
Electronic access control set to grow
at a compound annual growth rate
(CAGR) of 12.6% through 2019, to $31
billion in 2019.
The video surveillance industry will
reach a value of $36 billion by 2018.
Attitudes to security are changing – it’s
moving up on the agenda in companies

Developments in

VIDEO SURVEILLANCE
Further shift from analogue to IP
Adoption of IP cameras may finally surpass analogue in 2015!

Increased image quality with 4K Ultra HD
Adoption of 4K cameras expected to grow in 2015; it may
later become the new high resolution standard

Video surveillance increasingly being adopted for
applications beyond security as video analytics
offers data analysis and business intelligence
A growing trend, especially in the retail and service
industries where information such as customer flow and
queue waiting time among others can provide huge
insight, enabling more efficient and effect management

ACCESS CONTROL
Growing trends…
Biometrics
Biometrics are becoming more
widely adopted in security,
especially as part of a wider
solution for highly sensitive
areas

Adoption of wireless locks
A clean and simple access control
option, wireless locks are
becoming more widely accepted
and prices are being driven down,
resulting in wider use of this form
of access control

Use of Smartphone for
access authorization
Used in business too, this
method of authorization hit
the news in November when
hotel group Starwood
announced its use across
hotel rooms at some sites

STANDARDIZATION
In 2014, standardization been something of a buzzword in security.
Whether these standardizations are in a company’s choice of software, the
security technology brand or specific model of technology, multinational
companies increasingly seek ways facilitate global security management and
integration. Through standardizations, things are kept simple and companies can
ultimately cut costs.
The challenge then becomes enforcing and adhering to global security standards
while at the same time keeping in line with local rules and regulations. This is
something ICD has a wealth of experience in.

In 2014, Big Data was a hot topic, including in the field of to security.
Improved technology, higher quality video surveillance images with more frames
per second, more access control data: combined, security solutions create more
data now than ever before.
This is great, if you can manage it. In 2015, we will see the need for video analytics
and data processing and management software increase, helping end users filter
through all the information to find what is needed and to put it to good use.

Increase in the

cloud
With Big Data comes the problem of storage. And the solution?
More and more, companies are turning to the cloud.

Simply put, the cloud offers end users the opportunity to store
large amounts of security data on a virtual server storage
system which is managed by a third party.
This is an attractive option as it is simple, makes data easily
accessible from any location via the internet, and can save the
end users money in the long run as they do not have to invest
in a storage area network or pay for maintenance costs.
2015 is sure to see an increase in the use of the cloud.

Security management on-the-go
These days you can do just about anything from the tips of your
fingers via a Smartphone or tablet.
Security is no exception.

With security data stored on the cloud, it is possible to
access this information from anywhere with an
internet connection.
2014 saw a huge increase in
the number of security apps
offered by security
providers , and the
quality and
functions of these
apps has improved
significantly, such as
managing access control,
checking CCTV cameras…
…it’s possible to manage your
security system anywhere!

Unfortunately, 2014 was also a year of major security
breaches and there is increasingly the feeling that any company
or individual could be a target at any time.
It is therefore integral that companies sufficiently safeguard against security
threats and well protect their people and their assets.
An increasingly complicated, sophisticated and
saturated market, it may be time to consult a
security expert…
To get in contact with ICD
to discuss any of the
topics in these slides, or
another security matter,
please contact us on
sales@icdsecurity.com

2015 is going to be another exciting year ahead
for the security industry!

THANK YOU!
For additional resources related to this content, see next slide
and look out for upcoming articles on our website.

ICD Security Solutions
Asia’s most trusted security services provider
www.icdsecurity.com

For more reading on some of the topics mentioned in this slideshow, check out the following articles:
Video Analytics:
http://www.icdsecurity.com/2014/05/08/video-analytics-what-you-need-to-know/

Biometrics:
http://www.icdsecurity.com/2014/10/20/access-control-continued-biometrics-and-other-forms-of-access-authorization/

Wireless locks:
http://www.icdsecurity.com/2014/09/16/access-control-options-a-guide-to-electric-lock-solutions/

Big Data:
http://www.icdsecurity.com/2014/09/10/big-data-and-security-an-overview/

The Cloud:
http://www.icdsecurity.com/2013/12/26/scenarios-where-organizations-would-benefit-from-cloud-based-security-systems/

Changing attitudes to security:
http://www.icdsecurity.com/2014/09/26/changing-attitudes-to-security/

Plus, look out for other upcoming articles on our blog!

Follow us on LinkedIn

